
The School of Forestry, ~niversity of Minnesota, in cooperation with the 
Minnesota Conservation Department, Division of Forestry, recently completed a 
survey of wood processors and userso A tabulation of information from the 
interview schedules reveals that there is an additional potential market for 
as much as 11.5 million bdo fto of aspen lumber for product shipping material, 
exclusive of palletso 

Out of a total consumption of 19083 million bdo fto of shipping lumber used 
in the Twin Cities and suburbs in 1965 7 approximately 8033 million bd. fto was 
aspen. Western softwood lumber accounted for nearly all of the balance of 1105 
million bd. fto A relatively small amount of hardwood lumber other than aspen is 
used in this marketo In addition to lumber, 1016 million sqo fto of plywood was 
used for packing and crating. 

Even though lumber used for shipping purposes represents only a small part 
of a company's expense, price appears to be a very important consideration in 
purchasing for this useo Rough, random width aspen sells for about $7 per 
1,000 bd. fto less than rough, native pine and about $29 less than Noo 4 western 
dressed pine, according to prices quoted by two retail lumber yards in Minneapolis 
selling much of the shipping lumber to industry in this localityo 

Next to price and perhaps even more important to the purchasers is consistency 
of supply. Manufacturers cannot hold up shipment of their products for a small 
saving on shipping lumber. Lumber dealers are expected to supply materials on 
receipt of orders and if they cannot plan on certain delivery of native lumber, 
they are inclined to switch to western softwood lumber, for which there normally 
is a constant supplyo 

Most of the aspen lumber sold to this market is mill run and contains a 
significant amount of clear lumbero Clear boards are not necessary for this 
purpose and a rough sorting to separate the better grades would provide more 
profit for the producer or retailer. 

Recognizing that it is unrealistic to expect to replace all of the imported 
lumber used for this purpose with Minnesota aspen, it is highly probable that an 
improved supply flow would increase the use of this species since price apparently 
favors the use of aspeno 
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The quantity of available aspen sawtimber is increasing rapidly in 
Minnesota and unless this resource is used before it overmatures and 
deteriorates, it is not contributing to the economy. The net annual growth 
of aspen sawtimber in Minnesota is 273 million bd. ft., about 1/3 of all 
available net sawtimber growth, while the cut is only 82 million bd. ft. 
annually (1). This indicates ample opportunity to expand current levels of 
lumber production without damage to the growing stock reserve for this species. 
It is readily apparent that there is a larger market for aspen use in shipping 
than is being filled and it is important to the economy of Minnesota that this 
resource be utilized. A board foot of aspen consumed produces about $.05 of 
value in the economy (2). The added value of 10 million bd. ft. of Minnesota
produced lumber thus would be approximately $500,000. Estimates indicate that 
sawrnilling generates, on the average, employment for 12 man years for each 
one million bd. ft. of sawlogs used at the mill (3). This would mean an annual 
increase of 120 man years if an additional 10 million bd. ft. of aspen were 
marketed from Minnesota forests each year. 
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